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Abstract. We present a new algorithm for checking the shape-safety
of pointer manipulation programs. In our model, an abstract, data-less
pointer structure is a graph. A shape is a language of graphs. A pointer
manipulation program is modelled abstractly as a set of graph rewrite
rules over such graphs where each rule corresponds to a pointer manipu-
lation step. Each rule is annotated with the intended shape of its domain
and range and our algorithm checks these annotations.
We formally define the algorithm and apply it to a binary search tree in-
sertion program. Shape-safety is undecidable in general, but our method
is more widely applicable than previous checkers, in particular, it can
check programs that temporarily violate a shape by the introduction of
intermediate shape definitions.

1 Introduction

In imperative programming languages, pointers are key to the efficiency of many
algorithms. But pointer programming is an error-prone weak point in software
development. The type systems of most current programming languages cannot
detect non-trivial pointer errors which violate the intended shapes of pointer
data structures. From a programming languages viewpoint, programmers need
means by which to specify the shapes of pointer data structures, together with
safety checkers to guarantee statically that a pointer program always preserves
these shapes.

For example, Figure 1 defines a simple program for insertion in binary search
trees, written in a pseudo-C notation. Ideally the type system of this language
should allow a definition of BT to specify exactly the class of binary trees, and the
type checker would verify that whenever the argument t is a pointer to a binary
tree and insert returns, the result is a pointer to a binary tree. Such a system
would guarantee that the program does not create any dangling pointers or
shape errors such as creating sharing or cycles within the tree and that there are
no null pointer dereferences. It would not guarantee the stronger property that
insert does insert d properly at the appropriate place in the tree because that
is not a pointer safety issue.

The method developed in our Safe Pointers by Graph Transformation
project [SPG] is to specify the shape of a pointer data-structure by graph reduc-
tion rules, see Section 2 and [BPR03b]. Section 3 models the operations upon the
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BT *insert(datum d, BT *t) = {

a~:= t;

while branch(a) && a->data != d do

if a->data > d

then a~:= a->left

else a~:= a->right;

if leaf(a)

then *a := branch{data=d, left=leaf, right=leaf};

return(t)

}

Fig. 1. Binary search tree insertion program

data structure by more general graph transformation rules. Section 5 describes
our language-independent algorithm for checking shape preservation, which is
based on Fradet and Le Metayer’s algorithm [FM97, FM98]. It automatically
proves the shape safety of operations such as search, insertion and deletion in
cyclic lists, linked lists and binary search trees. It can also handle operations that
temporarily violate shapes if the intermediate shapes are specified, see Section 4.
Section 6 considers related work and concludes.

This paper formalises the overview we gave in [BPR03a], a much more de-
tailed explanation including the proofs omitted from this paper and a number
of alternative checking algorithms is provided by the technical report [Bak03].

2 Specifying Shapes by Graph Reduction

A shape is a language of labelled, directed graphs. This sections summarises our
method of specifying shapes (see [BPR03b]) and presents an example specifica-
tion of binary trees.

A graph G = 〈VG, EG, sG, tG, lG, mG〉 consists of: a finite set of nodes VG;
a finite set of arcs EG; total functions sG, tG : EG → VG assigning a source and
target vertex to each arc; a partial node labelling function lG : VG → CV ; and
a total arc labelling function mG : EG → CE . Graph G is an abstract model of
a pointer data structure which retains only the pointer fields. Each node models
a record of pointers. Nodes are labelled from the node alphabet CV to indicate
their tag. Graph arcs model a pointer field of their source node; their label,
drawn from the arc alphabet CE indicates which pointer field. The label type
function type : CV → ℘(CE) specifies that if node v is labelled l and the source
of arc e is v then the label of e must be in type(l) and e must be the only such
arc. Together, 〈CV , CE , type〉 form a signature Σ and G is a Σ-graph.

Graphs may occur in rewrite rules or as language (shape) members. Language
members are always Σ-total meaning that every node v is labelled with some l
and the labels of the arcs whose source is v together equal type(l); so they model
closed pointer structures with no missing or dangling pointers.
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A graph morphism g : G → H consists of a node mapping gV : VG → VH and
an arc mapping gE : EG → EH that preserve sources, targets and labels: sH ◦
gE = gV ◦ sG, tH ◦ gE = gV ◦ tG, mH ◦ gE = mG and lH(gV (v)) = lG(v) for all
nodes v where lG(v) �= ⊥. An isomorphism is a morphism that is injective and
surjective in both components and maps unlabelled nodes to unlabelled nodes.
If there is an isomorphism from G to H they are isomorphic, denoted by G ∼= H .
Applying morphism g : G → H to graph G yields a graph gG where: VgG = gV VG

(i.e. apply gV to each node in VG); EgG = gEEG; sG(e) = n ⇔ sgG(gE(e)) and
similarly for targets; mG(e) = m ⇔ mgG(gE(e)) = m; lG(n) = l ⇔ lgG(gV (n)) =
l.

A graph inclusion H ⊇ G is a graph morphism g : G → H such that g(x) = x
for all nodes and arcs x in G.

A rule r = 〈L ⊇ K ⊆ R〉 consists of three graphs: the interface graph K
and the left and right graphs L and R which both include K. Intuitively, a rule
deletes nodes and arcs in L − K, preserves those in K and allocates those in
R − K. Our pictures of rules show the left and right graphs; the interface is
always just their common nodes which are indicated by numbers.

Graph G directly derives graph H through rule r = 〈L ⊇ K ⊆ R〉, injective
morphism g and isomorphism i, written G ⇒ H or G ⇒r,g,i H , if the diagram
below consists of pushouts (1) and (2) and an i arrow (see [HMP01] for a full
definition of pushouts).

L ⊇ K ⊆ R
g ↓ (1) ↓ (2) ↓
G ⊇ D ⊆ H ′ i→ H

Injectivity means that distinct nodes in L must be distinct in gL; the pushout
construction means that deleted nodes, those in gL− gK, cannot be adjacent to
any arcs in D if the derivation exists (the dangling condition).

If H ∼= G or H is derived from G by a sequence of direct derivations using
rules in set R we write G ⇒∗

R H or G ⇒∗ H . If no graph can be directly derived
from G through a rule in R we say G is R-irreducible.

A GRS (graph reduction specification) S = 〈Σ,R,Acc〉 consists of a signa-
ture Σ, a set of Σ-total rules R and a Σ-total R-irreducible accepting graph Acc.
It defines a language L(S) = {G | G ⇒∗

R Acc}.
So a GRS is a reversed graph grammar: Acc corresponds to the start graph

and R corresponds to reversed production rules. The rules are Σ-total meaning
that if G ⇒R H then G is a Σ-total graph iff H is a Σ-total graph. So GRSs
are guaranteed to define languages of pointer structure models.

A GRS S is polynomially terminating if there is a polynomial p such that for
every derivation G ⇒R G1 ⇒R · · · ⇒R Gn, n ≤ p(#VG + #EG). It is closed if
G ∈ L(S) and G ⇒R H implies H ∈ L(S). A PGRS is a polynomially terminat-
ing and closed GRS. Membership of PGRS languages is decidable in polynomial
time; this and sufficient conditions for closedness, polynomial termination and
Σ-totality are discussed in [BPR03b].
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ΣBT = 〈 {R, B, L}, {o, l, r},
{R �→ {o}, B �→ {l, r}, L �→ {}}〉

AccBT = LR
o

BtoL :

B1

L L

l r ⇒
L1

Fig. 2. A PGRS of rooted binary trees, BT.

For example, a rooted binary tree is a graph containing one root node la-
belled R and a number of other nodes labelled B(ranch) or L(eaf). Branch nodes
have l(eft) and r(ight) outgoing arcs, the root has one o(rigin) outgoing arc and
leaf nodes have no outgoing arcs. Branches and leaves all have one incoming arc,
the root has no incoming arcs and every node is reachable from the root. If every
branch contains a data item, the leaves contain no data and the data is ordered
it is a binary search tree.

The data-less shape is specified by the PGRS BT in Fig. 2. The BT signature
allows nodes to be labelled R, B or L, where R-nodes have an o-labelled outgoing
arc, B-nodes have two outgoing arcs labelled l and r, and L-nodes have no
outgoing arcs. The BT accepting graph AccBT is the smallest possible tree and
every other tree reduces to it by repeatedly applying the reduction rule BtoL to
its branches. No non-tree reduces to AccBT because BtoL is matched injectively
and cannot be applied if deleted nodes are adjacent to arcs outside the left-hand
side of the rule, see [BPR03b] for an example. BT is polynomially terminating
and closed because BtoL is size reducing and non-overlapping. See [BPR03b] for
full details.

3 Graph Transformation Models of Pointer Programs

Textbooks on data structures often present pointer programs pictorially and then
formalise them as imperative programs. In our approach a pictorial presentation
is a formal graph-transformation model of a program.

A model pointer program in the sense of this paper is a set of rules with
a strategy for their application (see [HP01] for more on the the syntax and
semantics of such programs). Programs may temporarily violate the shape of
a graph so the rule construction is not as restricted as the Σ-total reduction
rules.

The rules in Fig. 3 model all the pointer manipulation steps in a binary search
tree insertion program such as that in Figure 1. They manipulate graphs over
two signatures, AT is an extension of BT which allows A-labelled nodes with
two outgoing arcs labelled a and o. The idea is to model insertion by replacing
the R-labelled tree root with an A-labelled auxiliary root, moving the a-arc to the
insertion position and changing the tree structure at that point appropriately.
So the control strategy is to apply the Begin rule once, then apply GoLeft and
GoRight any number of times, then apply either Insert or Found. The seman-
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Begin : BT × AT = 1R
o ⇒ 1A

o

a

GoLeft : AT × AT =

A1 B 2

3

a

l
⇒

A1 B 2

3

a l

GoRight : AT × AT =

A1 B 2

3

a

r
⇒

A1 B 2

3

a
r

Found : AT × BT =
{1=2,1�=2}

1 A B 2
o a

⇒ 1 R B 2
o

Insert : AT × BT =
{1=2,1�=2}

1 A L 2
o a

⇒
1 R B 2

L L

o

l r

Fig. 3. Transformation rules modelling binary search tree insertion. In Found and
Insert, nodes 1 and 2 may either be distinct or identical

tics of our program is the following binary relation →ins on BT graphs, which
represents every possible insertion of every possible element in every possible
tree.

→ins= (⇒{Begin}) ◦ (⇒∗
{GoLeft,GoRight}) ◦ (⇒{Insert,Found})

A simple type-checker verifies that the declared range shape of Begin matches
the domain shape of GoLeft and GoRight and that the declared range shape
of GoLeft and GoRight matches their domain shape and the domain shape
of Insert and Found. Shape checking aims to prove the individual rule shape
annotations.

The Begin rule relabels the root A and introduces an auxiliary pointer a to
the origin; this is a simple model of procedure call. Then, if the branch pointed to
by a contains the datum to insert, the procedure should just return, removing a
and relabelling the root back to R, which is done by Found. If a points to a leaf
the datum is not present in the tree so a new branch should be allocated to
hold it and the procedure should return, this is done by Insert. If a points to
a branch and the datum to insert is less than the branch datum, a should move
to insert in its left child, this is done by GoLeft; GoRight is similar.
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ΣAT = ΣBT ∪ 〈 {A}, {a},
{A �→ {a, o}}〉

RAT = {BtoL, BtoLl, BtoLr}

AccAT = LA

o

a

BtoLl :

A1 B 2

L L

l ra ⇒
A1 L 2

a

BtoLr :

B1 A 2

L L

l r a ⇒
L1 A 2

a

Fig. 4. PGRS of rooted binary trees with an auxiliary pointer, AT

A slightly simpler model of tree insertion is possible by giving the auxil-
iary pointer a separate parent from the origin (see [BPR03b]) but this version
illustrates the ability of our method to check shape-changing rules.

4 Specifying Intermediate Shapes

The insertion rules of Fig. 3 temporarily violate the BT shape by relabelling
the root and introducing an auxiliary pointer a. Temporary shape violation is
essential in many pointer algorithms such as red-black tree insertion or in-place
list reversal. Our approach to such algorithms is to define their intermediate
shapes by PGRSs, annotate each of their rules with the intended shapes of their
domain and range, and check these shape-changing rules.

Another approach would be to separate the heap-resident branch and leaf
nodes from the stack-resident root nodes in our graphs. This way the tree inser-
tion rules can be treated as non heap-shape changing but this approach would not
allow the list reversal or red-black insertion examples to be treated as non-shape
changing; in general, specifying intermediate shapes seems a better solution.

The rules in Fig. 3 are annotated with the intended shape of their domain and
range: during the search phase the shape should be rooted binary trees where
the root node is labelled A and has an auxiliary arc a pointing somewhere in
the tree, in addition to the origin arc. This shape AT is specified formally by the
PGRS in Fig. 4. The new rules BtoLl and BtoLr reduce branches if one of their
children is the target of the auxiliary pointer a, which they move up the tree.
Thus the smallest AT-graph, which is the accepting graph, has one leaf pointed
to by both arcs of the root A.

5 Checking Shape Safety

An annotated rule t : S × T is shape-safe if for every derivation G ⇒t H ,
G ∈ L(S) implies H ∈ L(T ).
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Our checking algorithm builds an ARG (abstract reduction graph), which is
a finite representation of graphs in L(S) and the domain of ⇒t and rewrites this
ARG to a normal form (Section 5.2). Then it builds another ARG to represent
graphs in L(T ) and the range of ⇒t and tests whether this includes the left ARG
(Section 5.3). To help represent infinite languages finitely, ARGs only include
basic contexts (Section 5.1); the ARG inclusion test proves shape-safety for basic
contexts; the congeniality test extends the safety result to all of L(S) in the
domain of ⇒t (Section 5.4).

The algorithm is necessarily incomplete because shape safety is undecidable
in general. This follows from [FM97] which reduces the inclusion problem for
context-free graph languages to a variant of shape safety. In practice, ARG
construction may not terminate and if it does then some safe rules may fail the
tests. The closedness property of PGRSs helps to improve ARG construction
and the success rate of the algorithm.

5.1 Graph Contexts

An ARG represents all the contexts for the left (or right) graph of a rule. In-
tuitively, if G ∈ L(S) ∩ dom(⇒t) then G is the left graph of t glued into some
graph context C. We denote this by C�L�. The ARG represents the set of all such
contexts C as a kind of graph automaton: the derivation C�L� ⇒∗ AccS can be
broken down into a sequence of derivations C1�L1� ⇒ L2, . . . , Cn�Ln� ⇒ AccS

where Ci is the smallest context needed for the ith derivation to take place and C
may be obtained by gluing all the Ci together. So the ARG is an automaton
whose nodes are the Li’s of all such possible derivation sequences and whose arcs
are labelled with the Ci necessary for the derivation from source to target.

There are two issues addressed in this section before the formal definition
of ARGs: 1. All the represented contexts must be valid graphs; our definition
of graph contexts ensures this. 2. The ARG must be finite; this is not always
possible but it is often achievable by restricting the ARG to represent basic
contexts only.

A context is a graph in which some nodes are internal. Internal nodes must be
labelled and have a full set of outarcs, their inarcs cannot be extended when the
context is extended. This restriction prevents ARGs representing invalid graphs,
which otherwise would arise, for example if nodes allocated during a derivation
are then glued into a context which must exist before those nodes.

Formally, a Σ-context is a pair C = (G, I) where G is a Σ-graph and I ⊆ VG

is a set of internal nodes such that ∀v ∈ I.lG(v) �= ⊥ ∧ {mg(e) | sG(e) = v} =
type (lG(v)). The boundary of C, boundary(C) = VG−I, is all the external nodes
of C. Equality, intersection, union and inclusion extend to contexts from graphs
in the obvious way. A reduction rule is converted to a pair of contexts by the
following function:
ruletocxts(〈L ⊇ K ⊆ R〉) = ((L, VL − VK), (R, VR − VK)).

A context morphism g : (G, I) → (H, J) is a graph morphism g : G →
H which preserves internal nodes and the indegree of internal nodes: gV I ⊆
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J and v ∈ I implies indegreeG(v) = indegreeH(g(v)) where indegreeA(v) =
#{e|tA(e) = v}.

A direct derivation of context D from C through rule r and morphisms g, h
is given by C ⇒r,g,h D where r = 〈L ⊇ K ⊆ R〉 and the following diagram is
two pushouts and h is a context isomorphism.

(L, VL − VK) ⊇ (K, ∅) ⊆ (R, VR − VK)
g ↓ ↓ ↓
C ⊇ B ⊆ D′ h→ D

A direct derivation preserves all the external nodes of C: only internal nodes
can be deleted and allocated nodes are internal. C�D� means glue D into C. It
is defined if the following diagram is a pushout: the arrows are context inclusion
morphisms; C ∩ D is discrete, unlabelled and all its nodes external; and D and
C�D� are contexts.

C ∩ D → D
↓ ↓
C ⊆ C�D�

The pushout construction means that C�D� includes everything in C and D
and nothing else (and only nodes internal in C or D are internal in C�D�); the
context inclusions guarantee that every internal node of D has exactly the same
inarcs and outarcs in C�D�; the restrictions on C ∩ D guarantee that C is the
smallest context needed to form C�D�. Note that internal nodes of D cannot
occur in C but external nodes of D can be made internal in C�D� by being
internal in C; and C does not have to be a proper context as its internal nodes
can lack some of the inarcs or outarcs they have in C�D�. So �� is associative
but not commutative.

A useful property is that �� cannot prevent reducibility by breaking the dan-
gling condition, so if C ⇒ D then X�C� ⇒ X�D�.

In a basic direct derivation of context C glued in context X , there must
be a non-trivial overlap between C and X . Formally, basic(X�C� ⇒r,g,id D) if
r = 〈L ⊇ K ⊆ R〉; context X is minimal, X�C� = gL∪C; the derivation exists,
X�C� ⇒r,g,id D; and the overlap is non-trivial, gL ∩ C �= gK ∩ C.

A non-basic derivation leaves C unchanged (but the reduction rule left graph
may overlap some of C). Every derivation of the form X�C� ⇒∗ Acc can be
reordered and split into two consecutive derivations X�C� ⇒∗ Y �C� ⇒∗ Acc
where the direct derivations in the first sequence are all non-basic and those
in the second sequence are all basic. The left ARG represents all such Y ; the
inclusion test checks that the transformation is safe for all graph contexts of the
form Y �C� and the shape congeniality test extends the result to all graphs of
the form X�C�.
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ARG(C, S) = BuildCXT (D, D , S) where D = reduce(C,⇒S)
BuildCXT (C, A,S = 〈Σ,R,Acc〉) =
for each(D, X) ∈ ( {(reduce(D,⇒R), X) | r ∈ R, basic(X�C� ⇒r,g,id D)}

∪{(X�C�, X) | X�C� ∼= Acc, C �∼= Acc})/ ∼=
do if ∃C′ ∈ VA, context isomorphism i.D = iC′ then A := A ∪ C

X−→ C′

else BuildCXT (D, A ∪ C
X−→ D , S)

return A
reduce(C,⇒) = if C ⇒ C′ then reduce(C′,⇒) else C

Fig. 5. Context-based ARG construction algorithm

5.2 Abstract Reduction Graphs

An ARG A = 〈V, E, m, s, t〉 is a directed graph comprising a set of contexts V
(the nodes); a set of arcs E; an arc labelling function m : E → Context and arc
source and target functions s, t : E → V .

For transformation rule t : S×T , where ruletocxts(t) = (C, D), the left ARG,
ARG(C, S) is produced by the algorithm in Fig. 5.

Intuitively, an ARG is built by starting with node C. For every context X (up
to isomorphism, denoted / ∼= in Fig. 5) such that X�C� has a basic derivation
to D or X�C� is Acc, we add an arc from C to node D, or node Acc, labelled X
(the boxed expressions in Fig. 5 denote graphs pictorially). The process repeats
on these new nodes. In general, BuildCXT is non-terminating so safety check-
ing often fails with certain GRSs. The report [Bak03] considers conditions for
termination — a terminating, or size-reducing, GRS is not sufficient.

The closedness property of PGRSs allows us to reduce the contexts D —
and the initial context C — before adding it to the ARG (and makes reduce
deterministic). This reduces ARG size and improves the likelihood of BuildCXT

terminating.
Raw ARGs can be very large and they can include garbage paths that do

not lead to the accepting graph. Therefore we use a system of ARG normalisa-
tion rules to eliminate excess nodes by merging and deleting arcs where possible.
Fig. 6 shows an ARG: the left node is the context C; the right node is the accept-
ing graphs of AT; positively numbered graph nodes are external; Unnumbered
or negatively numbered graph nodes in ARG labels are internal. So for example,
the top loop arc in this ARG means that gluing the central node into the loop
label forms a context from which we can derive the central node (after renaming
the boundary node 2 to 3).

Every path from C to AccS in A = ARG(C, S) represents a context of C. The
context-paths of A are cxtpaths(A) = {p ∈ paths(A)|sp = C ∧ tp = AccS} where
the paths in graph A are all sequences of arcs such that the target of each arc is
the source of its successor in the sequence, paths(G) = {〈ei〉ni=1|ei ∈ EA ∧ 1 ≤
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�

A

1

B 2

o

a A

1

L 2

o

a

A

L

o a

2

L L

l r

B

3-2

L
l r

B

3

L

-2
l r

B-1

-2 L

l r

B-1

L -2

l r

Fig. 6. Normalised ARG for the left hand side of Found (nodes 1 and 2 distinct)

i < n ⇒ tA(ei) = sA(ei+1)}; the source of a path p = 〈ei〉ni=1 is sp = sA(e1) and
the target of p is tp = tA(en).

The context represented by a context-path p may be extracted by the follow-
ing function which glues the arc labels together and uses a renaming morphism
α to ensure that the right nodes are identified at each gluing.

cof 〈〉 = ∅
cof 〈C X,g−→ D〉 + p = gαC,X,g,D,P P �X�
whereD = reduce(X�C�,⇒)

P = cof p
αC,X,σ,D,Y : (Rng(σ) − Dom(σ)) ∪ (V EY − V ED) →

(V E − V EC∪X∪D) − Rng(σ)

The example ARG in Fig. 6 represents all the graphs depicted in Fig. 7:
starting from an instance of the Found rule left graph we can reduce the branch
pointed to by a to a leaf with one BtoL derivation then any number of BtoLl or
BtoLr derivations (following the cycle in the centre of the ARG) move the a-arc
up until it points to a child of the root branch; finally a BtoLl or BtoLr derivation
at the root results in the accepting graph. So the basic contexts include the path
from the a-arc up to the origin; the reduction of the other sub-trees to leaves
are always part of the non-basic derivations.

The ARGs generated by our algorithm have the following properties. ARG
context-path completeness says every basic context is represented by some
context-path: if G ∼= X�C� and G ⇒∗

S AccS then there is a path p ∈
cxtpaths(ARG(C, S)).G ⇒∗

S cof p�C� ⇒∗
S AccS . ARG context-path soundness

says every context-path represents some basic context: if ruletocxts(r) = (C, D)
and G ⇒∗ cof p�C� and p ∈ cxtpaths(ARG(C, S)) then G ⇒∗

S AccS and
G ∈ dom(⇒r).
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A B

L

B B B

L L L

o

x0

y0 yn

xn l r

a
. . .

n ≥ 0
(xi, yi) ∈ {(l, r), (r, l)}

Fig. 7. Graphs represented by Fig. 6

5.3 ARG Inclusion

To check the shape-safety of a transformation for all basic contexts we can con-
struct the ARG of its right graph then check that every context represented by
the left ARG is represented by the right ARG. In practice this is undecidable
so we ask whether the right ARG includes the left ARG. A more powerful algo-
rithm uses the left ARG as a guide for the construction of the right ARG such
that the construction succeeds if the inclusion exists.

Let A = ARG(L, S) and B = ARG(R, T ). Then B includes A, B
⊃∼ A, if

there is:
1. A total injective morphism m : V EA → V EB such that (i). m(L) = R and
(ii). m(AccS) = AccT ,
2. A total function β : VA → (V → V ) assigning a node morphism to each node
of A such that (i). β(v) : boundary(v) → boundary(m(v)) is a total bijection and
(ii). β(L) is an identity,
3. A total function σ : EA → (V E → V E) assigning a graph isomorphism to each
arc e = C

X−→ C′ of A, where m(e) = D
Y−→ D′, such that (i). σ(e)X = Y , (ii).

σ(e)|C = β(C) and (iii). σ(e)|C′′ = hαhβ(C′)α−1
g g−1|C′′ where reduce(X�C�,⇒S

) = gC′ and reduce(Y �D�,⇒S) = hD′ and C′′ = gαgC
′, αg = αC,X,g,C′,C′ and

αh = αD,Y,h,D′,D′ .
Fig. 8 shows a right ARG of the Found rule. This includes the left ARG

in Fig. 6: there is an obvious isomorphism between these ARGs; the boundary
nodes of corresponding contexts are the same; the context labels of corresponding
arcs are the same (though their internal node and arc ids may differ). So all the
contexts represented by the left ARG are represented by the right ARG too.

In general, we have the result that if A = ARG(L, S) and B = ARG(R, T )
and B

⊃∼ A and p ∈ cxtpaths(A) then there is a q ∈ cxtpaths(B) such that
cof p�L� ∼= cof q�L�.

5.4 GRS Congeniality

To complete the shape-safety proof we need to extend the result from the basic
contexts to all contexts. Formally we say that GRSs S and T are congenial
for transformation t if whenever X�C� ⇒∗

S Y �C� then X�D� ⇒∗
T Y �D� where

(C, D) = ruletocxts(t) and no reduction in the ⇒∗
S sequence is basic.
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Fig. 8. Normalised ARG for the right hand side of Found (nodes 1 and 2 distinct)

The following principles are used to check congeniality. For every rule r =
〈L ⊇ K ⊆ R〉 ∈ RS :
1. r ∈ RT and K is discrete and unlabelled and every node in VK is a source or
target in L.
2. r /∈ RT and r can only be used in basic reductions of C.

These principles suffice for our example: in Begin, GoLeft and GoRight the
rule range shape includes all the reduction rules of the domain shape, and they
satisfy principle 1 above. So every reduction of any context to a basic context
is still possible after application of these rules. The Found and Insert rules are
more difficult because the BtoLl and BtoLr reduction rules are not part of BT
so we need to use principle 2: as the Found and Insert left graphs both include
the a-arc of the root node, every overlap with these reduction rules must be
basic, otherwise the graph would have two roots and could not be in L(AT ).

Thus all the insertion rules are shape safe and so insertion is shape safe.

6 Related Work and Conclusion

Our checking algorithm automatically proves the shape safety of operations such
as search, insertion and deletion in cyclic lists, linked lists and binary search
trees. It is more widely applicable than Fradet and Le Metayer’s original algo-
rithm [FM97, FM98] because our checking method is strictly more powerful and
our ARGs are more precise through the use of graph contexts. In Fradet and
Le Metayer’s framework shape specifications are restricted to context-free graph
grammars, this means that ARG construction is guaranteed to terminate and
they do not need the congeniality condition (but checking is still undecidable).
However their checking method is not applicable to shape changing rules such
as the tree insertion algorithm here.
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Context-exploiting shapes are generated by hyperedge-replacement rules that
are extended with context [DHM03]. This paper shows that there is a reason-
able (and decidable) class of shaped transformation rules that preserve context-
exploiting shapes. Hence there is no need for type checking if shapes and trans-
formations are restricted to these classes. It is unclear at present how severe this
restriction is and how it compares to PGRSs with arbitrary transformations.

Other approaches to shape safety are more distant from our work as they are
based on logics or types. The logic of reachability expressions, or shape analysis,
[BRS99, SRW02] can be used for deciding properties of linked data structures
expressed in a 3-valued logic. The PALE [MS01] tool can check specifications
expressed in a pointer assertion logic, an extension of the earlier graph types
specification method [KS93]. The logic of bunched implications [IO01] can be
used as a language for describing and proving properties of pointer structures.
Alias Types [WM01] are a pseudo-linear type system which accept shape safe
programs on structures such as lists, trees and cycles. Role analysis [KLR02]
checks programs annotated with role specifications which restrict the incoming
and outgoing pointers of each record type and specify properties such as which
pointer sequences form identities. Generally speaking, these approaches cannot
or do not deal with context-sensitive shapes.

We can specify shapes beyond the reach of context-free graph grammars, such
as red-black trees [BPR03b]. However, our current checking method is often
non-terminating on such shapes. Essentially the problem occurs when a GRS
has rules that can cause context D to be larger than context C in some basic
derivation X�C� ⇒ D, and this growth is repeatable without limit, causing ARG
construction to non-terminate. This situation often occurs with non-context-free
GRSs such as balanced trees, preventing us from checking operations on such
shapes.

The main areas for further work are to develop languages for safe pointer
programming based on our existing specification and checking methods, and to
overcome some of the limitations of the current approach to enable the automatic
checking of operations on non-context-free shapes.
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